Ornamentation of Lithuanian Ethnographic Home Textiles

Abstract

In the literature analyzed there are no interdisciplinary researches that could combine both ethnographic and technological investigations of Lithuanian folk home textiles. Therefore, the goal of this article is to make a complex investigation of Lithuanian ethnographic home textiles analysing its patterns, weaves, colour repeats and weave symmetry groups. 849 multipurpose ethnographic home textile fabrics (bedspreads, pillow-slips, slip-covers, towels, tablecloths, pieces of different purposes, curtains, bed sheets) from 5 Lithuanian museums were analysed. In Lithuanian ethnographic home textiles six different types of patterns were distinguished, of which fancy, motley, checked and plane fabrics were the most popular. In the home textiles analyzed there were found 22 different types of weaves. Checked twill, plane and overshot four-harness weaves were the most popular. While analysing symmetry groups of colour repeats and weaves according to classical principles of ornamentation, six symmetry groups were distinguished. Although patterns and weaves have the same symmetry groups, their distribution is different in both cases.
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Introduction

In the 19th – 20th centuries all the fabrics used in home textiles, such as bedspreads, slip-covers, pillow-slips, bed sheets, blankets, towels, tablecloths and clothing originally were woven at home from farm manufactured raw materials.

The main Lithuanian folk materials were flax and wool, sometimes hemp fibre. According to archaeologists, wool and other fibrous materials were already used in the Neolithic period. In the 19th century and earlier, wool and flax were used in parallel in Lithuania as well. Since the beginning of the 20th century materials such as cotton and silk-wool were purchased [1]. Silk-wool is the folk name for bought, shiny wool of high quality, similar to silk.

The peculiarities of residential interiors, especially in towels and bedspreads, reflect the home textiles of different ethnographic areas [2]. Bedspreads, in which woolen yarn was used, were more valuable. Tow and linen bedspreads are considered to be purer [3]. Colored two-harness bedspreads of the 19th century are very diverse and rich in their weaving pattern. The most common combination consists of 3-4 colors, with the background consisting of two contrasting darker tones with accents of lighter tones. Specifically in Samogitia the most common bedspreads are vertically striped, woven from thick woolen yarn. Another popular variant of bedspreads is with warp from cotton yarn and weft from woollen yarn. There are also some bedspreads with transitional colour tones that are merged into another. In such bedspreads not many colours are used [1, 3 - 6].

Two-harness bedspreads are similar to the 4 - 8 harness twill variety with respect to colour and check combinations. They differ from two-harness ones by more variable checks [3].

In Lithuanian bedspreads orange, light blue colors can almost never be find, while in Polish checked bedspreads the pattern mainly consists of these two colours. Belorussian checked bedspreads are closer to Lithuanian ones in their design. There is a similar range of colours, with just the proportions of checks being different. Belorussian bedspreads typically have small checkering, while Lithuanian ones do not have small checks. The most popular colour combinations in Latvia are red and yellow, red and orange, while in Lithuania these combinations are very rare [3].

At the end of the 19th century and beginning of the 20th century, the patterns of bedspreads became more complex, combining 2, 3 & 4 colours. More advanced bedspreads are quite colourful, combining 2 - 8 colours, with eight or more harness bedspreads usually woven from two colors: lighter in the background and darker in the pattern [1, 4 - 6].

The pick-up technique was also applied quite often for bedspread weaving. Pick-up bedspreads are usually two-colored, with a contrasting combination of colours [4, 5].

Overlaid bedspreads are more colourful than pick-up ones. They can be composed of many colours: the background, checks and pattern. Pattern and background colours combine in a contrasting way. In the dark background, lighter checks were woven and vice versa. For overlaid patterns bright colours were used [4].

Towels are considered to be the most beautiful “white” fabrics because of pat-
tern variety. They reveal the development of weaving techniques and designs. The oldest towels of the beginning of 19th century are four-harness flax, very long and narrow [1, 6]. Subsequent towels show great technical improvement and bigger variety of patterns. In order to highlight the pattern, bleached and unbleached flax threads were used. At the beginning of the 20th century white cotton threads started to be used for weaving, with flax just in weft. In the 4th decade of the 20th century the pick-up technique spread into towel weaving [1, 2, 6, 7].

According to tradition, the home table was always covered by a tablecloth, for every day use – simple, for guests – decorative. The patterns of tablecloths are simpler than of towels; they have less variety. At the beginning of the 19th century, flax tablecloths were used, and later cotton threads for the warp [1, 7, 8].

In Lithuania, pillow-slips were white, woven from flax or tow, and also checked from flax, cotton or tow threads. The ends of white pillow-slips were woven in the pick-up technique, and later woven using red industrial cotton thread called „zhichkait“. Sometimes linen handmade or bought lace was sewed in. Checked slips were woven for pillows and covers. A combination of blue and white or red and white colours was the most popular [1, 5 - 7].

The ornaments of textiles, as well as pottery, woodcarving and other folk arts can be classified according to the principles of classical ornamentation, depending on the fabric pattern symmetry groups. Woods [9] states that any ornament, including woven, can be described by four symmetry operations: translation, rotation, reflection and glide-reflection. Translation – the motive is repeated in equal intervals in one direction, while motif orientation is the same. Rotation – the motif is repeated by rotating it at regular intervals about an imaginary fixed point (the center of rotation). Reflection – is the mirror motif repetition of a certain axis. Glide-reflection – this is the combination of reflection and translation symmetry operations around the modified reflection axis. Woods [9] and Hann [10], analysing the different patterns, showed that there are 17 different symmetry groups formed by points spaced in parallel lines that can make 5 geometric shapes: the parallelogram, rectangle, square, diamond or hexagonal [11]. Woods offered a two-dimensional pattern and motif classification as well as a marking system defined by geometric rules, from which he introduced finite and one-directional ornaments, whose structure is based on the theory of crystallography. Hann improved this theory [10].

Washburn and Humphrey [12] highlighted the same pattern segment type of transformation: translation, rotation, reflection and glide-reflection. They identified 7 one-directional symmetry groups of ornaments analysing woven and non-woven patterns.

Pick-up and overshot folk fabrics were studied by Lithuanian technologists Kazlauskienė, Neverauskiene and Milašius [13]. Referring to the method suggested by Woods and developed by Hann, they also presented their own system of classification which is applied to woven ornaments and based on various groups of symmetry and operations with matrices. Katunskis, Milašius and Taylor [14] also designed software to create a basis for a database which is adjusted to analyse folk fabric ornaments, presenting the ornament structure and methods of its creation.

Milašius, Neverauskiene, Katunskis and Kazlauskienė [15] presented an adaptation of the Woods-Hann classification and system of ornament creation for patterned woven fabrics. They established that 12 out of 17 possible symmetry groups are used in Lithuanian woven fabrics. Zdanavičiūtė, Milašius, Katunskis [16] created software to preserve and analyse pick-up sashes and overshot fabric ornaments, which enabled to analyse the peculiarities of ornament symmetry as well as to look for a relationship between the culture’s mentality and technologies.

In the literature reviewed ethnographic fabric weaves, colours and patterns, as well as a variety of ornamental traditions were discussed widely. However, there are no interdisciplinary researches that could combine both ethnographic and technological investigations of home textiles. Therefore the goal of this article is to make a comprehensive investigation of Lithuanian ethnographic home textiles by analysing their patterns, weaves, colour repeats and weave symmetry groups.

### Materials and methods

Research included analysis of 849 multipurpose ethnographic home textile fabrics: 168 bedspreads, 144 pillow-slips, 16 slip-covers, 225 towels, 178 tablecloths, 61 pieces of different purposes, 4 curtains, and 53 bed sheets. All fabrics were from 5 museums’ textile collections: 275 from the Open Air Museum
shown in Figure 2. As can be seen from the diagram, most fabrics are from Aukštaitija (224), Dzukija (197) and Minor Lithuania (169). A few fabrics are from Suvalkija (Zanavykai) (122 fabrics) and Samogitia (104). The smallest part of the fabrics analysed was from Suvalkija (Kapsai) (33 fabrics). The ethnographic region was indicated by the fabric weaving location (region, district and village). All fabrics were woven from the 19th century to the 1st half of the 20th century. A chronological distribution of the fabrics according to the weaving period is shown in Figure 3. Most of the fabrics were woven in the III - IV decades of the 20th century (151), the I - III decades of the 20th century (77), at the end of the 19th century (63 fabrics) and at the beginning of the 20th century (24). A few fabrics (10 - 24) were woven in other periods: at the beginning of the 19th century (24), in the middle of the 20th century (21), in the middle of the 19th century (16), the I - IV decades of the 20th century (15), the 2nd half of the 19th century (13), and the 1st half of the 20th century (10). Many of the fabrics analyzed were of an unknown weaving period. Also the diagram shows that the periods of fabric manufacture are very different – for some concrete decades are presented, while for others they are abstract, i.e. the beginning of the century, middle or 1st half. This is because in some cases the presenters do not know the weaving period of the fabric exactly. In some cases, they just have information that somebody’s mother, aunt or grandmother wove the fabric, know just the date of birth or date of death of the weaver, and sometimes it is very hard to define a period of weaving. In these cases either the exhibit’s period is indicated abstractly or designated ‘unknown’.

The study determined the colour repeats, patterns, weaves and symmetry groups of ethnographic home textile. All of these parameters were determined in two steps: First, all of the fabrics were photographed and their parameters established from the images, thread count and analysis of their interweaving from the image on a computer screen. Then unclear fabrics were selected and reviewed again after visiting a relevant museum, for which a more detailed review of experimental-analytical methods was applied, where a needle, counting glass and metric ruler were used.

A territorial distribution of the fabrics analysed by ethnographic region is shown in Figure 1. A map is published in the Baltic Clothing Atlas (HEAO), where the Minor Lithuania region is separated, and Suvalkija is divided into „Kapsai“ and „Zanavykai“.

All the fabrics were collected from 6 different regions of Lithuania. A regional map of Lithuania (LLBM), 240 from the National Museum of Lithuania (LNM), 222 from the Lithuanian Art Museum (LDM), 100 from the Silute Museum (SM), and 12 from the Minor Lithuania History Museum (MLIM).
Results

First the warp and weft repeats were defined, and according to them - fabric patterns. 6 types of patterns were distinguished: plane, fancy, motley, checked, striped and lace. The plane patterns were without any surface relief, being of mostly plain, satin and elementary twill fabrics of one colour. The patterns attributed to the fancy group were made not from colourful threads, but distinguished by the peculiar relief of the fabric weave. In the motley fabric, the pattern was made combining weave and colourful threads. For the warp and weft directions using coloured threads, a checked pattern was created, and in the striped pattern different colour threads were used in one direction. Also there were some knitted crocheted items.

Distribution of the fabrics investigated according to fabric pattern is shown in Figure 4. Most of the fabrics were woven with fancy pattern (379 units), fewer with a motley (210 units), checked (156 units), and plane (91 units) pattern. There were just 6 and 7 striped and lace patterns. It can also be seen that not all patterns were used in fabrics of all purposes. For example, just bedspreads, tablecloths, curtains were of lace; and only fabric pieces and bedspreads striped. However, there were no slip-covers, curtains and bed sheets with motley, and no towels or curtains were

Figure 4. Distribution of the fabrics investigated according to fabric pattern.

Figure 5. Examples of every group of fabric pattern: a – fancy tablecloth LNM EMO 4455, b – motley bedspread LNM EMO 3959, c – checked slip-cover LNM EMO 2399, d – plane bed sheet LNM EMO 7711, e – striped bedspread LDM LA 430, f – lace bedspread ŠM LM324.

Figure 6. Cucumber: a - view of the fabric, b - element of the pattern, c - ornament.
woven in a checked pattern. Items of all purposes were only woven in a plane and fancy pattern. Examples of every pattern group are shown in Figure 5.

Used for towels and tablecloths, was less widespread [1, 3 - 6].

Separate elements associated with rural human life play an important role in the ornaments of fancy and motley fabrics: cats-foot, rake, harrow, cucumbers, leaves, clover, intersecting circles and so on. Different combinations of these elements were also frequent. Some of the pattern samples are shown in Figures 6 - 9.

Old bedspreads of the beginning of the 19th century were woven using the simple two-harness technique, where a simple pattern is created using colours. The dominant patterns are differently sized checks and strips. Twill weave bedspreads woven with 4 - 8 harnesses are similar to two-harness bedspreads in the colour and check combination [1, 3 - 6].

Bedspreads from the end of the 19th century to the beginning of the 20th century were woven using four-harness, eight-harness and multi-harness overshot techniques. The simplest composition of four-harness overshot fabrics was made from check groups distributed in a chessboard order or one perpendicular to the other to form larger squares. More complex bedspread patterns were created from small checks, rhombs, circles and cats-foot motifs [1, 4 - 6]. Petrulis’s and Petrulyte’s study [17] also confirms the common occurrence of the cats-foot motif in Lithuanian overshot fabrics of the 20th century.

Pick-up bedspreads are distinguished by a complex composition of stylised floral and geometric shapes resembling stars, snowflakes and similar patterns. There are many bedspreads woven using the so-called pot motif. Pots with stylised flowers in them are arranged in horizontally-striped checks [1, 6].

The patterns of the beginning of the 19th century were very simple: various checks, columns and stripes. Towels of the beginning of the 20th century of simpler pattern were woven with the four-harness overshot technique. More complex patterns were woven with eight, twelve, sixteen or more harnesses with the checked technique. The main motifs of towels are geometrical, rhythmically repeated throughout the fabric.
### Figure 10. Distribution of weaves in fabrics analyzed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weave Type</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacquard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlaid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pick-up</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overshot 8 h.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overshot 6 h.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overshot 4 h.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedford cord</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mock-leno</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zigzag twill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checked twill (satin)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond twill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broken twill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforced twill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary twill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basket</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp rib</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weft rib</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 11. Examples of main weaves of folk textiles: a – checked twill bedspread LDM LA 507, b – plain slip-cover LDM LA 5169, c – overshot 4-harness bedspread LNM EMO 4482, d – combined bedspread LNM EMO 2914, e – mock leno tablecloth LDM LA 1226, f – diamond twill towel LNM EMO 8240.
Patterns consist of various size checks and their combinations, longitudinal and transverse columns, serpentine, rosettes, stars etc. In the towels selected floral and animal motifs dominate, distributed in the fabric quite in the large plan quite rarely. Moreover some motifs of lilies, clovers, cornflowers and pots were distinguished. They are often combined with animal motifs, such as roosters, doves that symbolizes peace, and the happiness of the family [1, 4 - 6].

Tablecloths have geometric patterns: rhombs, small or big checks, sectional circles and so on. Tablecloths have bigger motifs than towels because of the bigger surface [1, 7, 8].

The distribution of fabric weaves is shown in Figure 10. As can be seen from the chart, the most popular were checked twill (satin) (268 units), plain (197 units) and four-harnessed overshot (165 units) weaves. Fabrics of all purposes were woven using these weaves. There was less combined (42 units), mock-leno (35 units), diamond twill (34 units), eight-harness overshot (23 units), broken twill (21 units), reinforced twill (18 units), pick-up (12 units) and jacquard (10 units) weave fabrics. There were just a few pieces of fabrics of different weave common for just one or a few purposes. Bedspreads have the largest va-
riety of weaves, with towels usually having checked twill (satin) and four-harness overshot weaves. Examples of the most popular weave fabrics are shown in Figure 11.

When the colour repeats, patterns and weaves of ethnographic home textiles were established, an analysis of the pattern and weave symmetry could be made. Symmetry groups were divided according to Woods-Hann methodology [9].

The distribution of pattern symmetry groups is shown in Figure 12. Asymmetrical (460 units) patterns, i.e. patterns of the p111 group, are the most common for colour repeats of pattern symmetry groups. There was significantly less of pm11 fabrics (186 units). A horizontal symmetry axis is common for the patterns of this group. Furthermore there were just a few two-directional symmetry group p2mm patterns (102 units). Two orthogonal symmetry axes are defined in these patterns, and their pattern is the same in both directions (vertically and horizontally). There were significantly fewer (50 units) pmm2 symmetry group patterns, whose symmetry axis is also orthogonal, although segments of the ornament can differ in both directions. Therefore these ornaments are assigned to the one-directional symmetry group. There were just a couple of fabrics of the other two groups (p1m1 and p112). It is common for the p1m1 group.
to have a vertical symmetry axis, and in the p112 group for the axis to move horizontally, reflecting the vertical direction. Examples of the colour pattern symmetry group are shown in Figure 13, see page 106.

It can be seen that the symmetry groups of weaves, shown in Figure 14 (see page 107), are completely different. There were three main symmetry groups – p111 (238 units), pmm2 (141 units) and p112 (128 units). A few weaves of the p1m1 group (65 units), and very few of the pm11 symmetry group fabrics were found.

According to previous researches, for Lithuanian pick-up sashes, one-directional symmetry groups dominated, most of which were woven using the pmm2 symmetry group. However, in overshot fabrics this group was never found. The overshot fabrics had two-directional p2mm and p4mm symmetry groups [16,18]. Examples of weave symmetry groups are shown in Figure 15 (see page 107).

Latvian ornaments of sashes consisted of open, closed and balanced groups [19]. Closed ornaments were formed with one or more independent signs surrounded with one bigger sign. Open ornaments are made from single independent composition elements connected by a specific procedure. The ornaments of Latvian sashes are significantly different from Lithuanian, being more complex. Latvian patterned bedspreads are woven in a small or big pattern. [20].

For Latvian belts, the pmm2 symmetry group was the most commonly used, i.e. there is a central belt motif and smaller groups of ornaments on both sides. More than a half of the belts analyzed are asymmetrical, i.e. they are assigned to the p111 group [21].

Belorussian patterned fabrics are characterised by geometric (straight lines, rectangles, squares, crosses, zigzags, rhombs, triangles), floral (parts of plants, leaves, flowers, buds), animal (animals and birds) ornaments, the most often made according to the p2mm, p1m1 and pm11 symmetry groups [22]. Belorussian fabric ornamentation and its motifs are very similar to Lithuanian fabric ornaments.

Patterned fabrics from Pennsylvania (USA) [22] were established according to the p2mm symmetry group, i.e. they were symmetrical to the warp and weft directions, and their repeats were the same. There are some individual cases where fabrics were woven using pmm2 and p1a1 symmetry groups. It can also be noted that most of the patterns are similar to Lithuanian four-harness or checked twill (satin) pattern fabrics [23].

In Greek patterned fabrics motifs of rhombs, which usually tends to have d2, rarely d4 symmetry groups, are the most common. Rhomb, parallelogram, triangle motifs in various symmetry groups are also popular. Stylised floral motifs are woven in the overlaid technique, according to the d1 symmetry group. Octagonal stars are also woven using the d1 overlaid technique. Also stylised human figures created by the d1 symmetry group were found. There were a few asymmetrical floral patterns. In the case of our study as well as in [24], fabrics were more often woven using one-directional symmetry group. For pattern ornamentation, the pmm2, pm11, pma2, p112, p1m1 & p1a1 symmetry groups were used [24]. From two-directional symmetry groups, the most often group is c2mm, with other two-directional groups being rarely used.

Comparing the diagrams of Figures 10 and 11, it is clearly shown that they are quite different. Although the p111 group dominated the symmetry groups of patterns, its prevalence is just a little different from other symmetry groups (p2mm, pmm2, p112). Moreover there is a large difference between the pm11 and p1m1 symmetry groups. Group pm11 is in the second place with regard to pattern distribution, but in weave distribution it is not very common. In contrast, the p1m1 group is one of the most popular patterns, but is one of the most popular in weaves. A similar tendency exists in the p112 symmetry group.

Hence it can be seen that although in patterns and weaves the same symmetry groups can be found, their distribution and prevalence is different.

Conclusions

1. In Lithuanian ethnographic home textiles, six different types of patterns were distinguished: plane, fancy, motley, checked, and plane fabrics. There were a low amount of other pattern exhibits.

2. In the home textiles analyzed 22 different types of weaves were found. The most popular were checked twill, plain and overshot four-harness weaves.

3. While analysing symmetry groups of color repeats and weaves according to classical principles of ornamentation, six same symmetry groups were distinguished.

4. Although patterns and weaves have the same symmetry groups, their distribution is different in both cases.
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